A GALA CONCERT- THE THREE BARITONES

Dedicated to the Commemoration of the 75th Jubilee Celebration of
Muslym Magomaev
Featuring soloists from the
State Academic Bolshoi Theater
And the Marinskiy Theater of Russia
The Talents of the World Foundation under the direct leadership of David Gvinianidze invites you to a
concert, based on the repertoire of the legendary baritone of the 20th century, Muslym Magomaev. The
project "My Love – My Melody" is a tribute to the talent of the great artistic performer, conceived and
implemented by the President and artistic director of the Talents of the World Foundation David
Gvinianidze. The premier of the "Parade of the Best Russian Baritones", dedicated to the memory of
Muslym Magomaev, was held on November 26, 2008, a month following the singer's death, at the Moscow
International House of Music. Later, the concerts featuring the three baritones triumphed throughout Russia
from Kaliningrad to Vladivostok, were invited to Europe and Asia. Today, due to numerous requests of
audiences in connection with the 75th Jubilee of Muslym Magomaev, the concert’s "encore" presentation
again makes a whirlwind procession across countries and continents!

Leading soloists of the State

Academic Bolshoi Theater of Russia and the Marinskiy Theater will take part in this concert tour. These
concerts will once again conquer the public of Russia and become a real revelation for the US public. The
golden hits of the Soviet Frank Sinatra will receive a new incarnation and will shine with new diamond
facets performed by artists, whose strict critics attribute to the best modern baritones:
DAVID GVINIANIDZE is the author and artistic director of the project, a performer widely known to the
public of Europe, Asia and the United States alike; Winner of the Star of Glory on Star Stage in Moscow,
the gold medal For Patronage and the UN Gold Medal For Contribution to the Development of Art, the
Order of the Ruby Cross of Glory, and the Honorable Letters of the President of the Russian Federation and
the Minister of Culture of the Russian Federation For the Great Contribution to the Russian Art.
ALEXANDER KRASNOV is the soloist of the State Academic Bolshoi Theater, the Marinskiy Theater,
the Yekaterinburg State Academic Opera and Ballet Theater. He was a guest artist of the Mikhailovsky
Theater, the Chelyabinsk Opera House, and the Novosibirsk Opera and Ballet Theater. He collaborated with
the Latvian National Opera. Tours all over the world and was nominated for the national theater prize the
"Golden Mask".
VLADIMIR TSELEBROVSKIY is hon. Art. The Republic of Karelia is the soloist of the PetersburgOpera theater, the invited soloist of the Marinsky Theater, took part in opera productions in Cyprus, actively
participates in concerts and festivals in Russia and Europe.

